Cookie Policy
This website employs Cookies to improve user experience and to ensure smooth functioning
and unlimited functionality. Please read more about Cookies used on this site.
What is a Cookie?
Cookies are small text files that are saved by a web browser (like Google Chrome, Internet
Explorer, Firefox, Safari, etc.) in the user’s end device (computer, mobile phone, tablet),
when he/she visits a website, to identify the browser or to save information or settings in
the browser. Thus, the website is able to save individual user settings, and recognise and
respond to this user later. Cookies may be disabled or restricted. However, without Cookies
this site will not be fully functional.
What Cookies do we use and for what purpose?
Several types of Cookies are used (persistent and session). Depending on the functions and
purpose, we use technical or strictly necessary Cookies and Analytics Cookies.
Technical or Strictly Necessary Cookies
These Cookies are necessary for you to freely access and browse the site and enjoy
unlimited functionality, including ability to receive information about services and purchase
them. Cookies are also necessary to satisfy your requests and for the site to remember to
which Cookies you have consented. These Cookies identify your device, but do not disclose
your identity. They do not collect or compile information, either. A site cannot function
smoothly without these Cookies, for example, provide the information that you need or the
services that you would like to purchase from an on-line store, or ensure access to a video
that you would like to watch. The Cookies are stored in your device until the Cookie has
performed the intended function, but no longer than for two years. Pursuant to the Law on
Information Society Services, strictly necessary Cookies are inserted automatically. If you
prefer to disable these Cookies in the settings of the site, please remember that the site will
not be fully functional.
Analytics Cookies
Analytics Cookies compile information about your use of certain sites and their features,
including the content that you access on the site. This information is used in aggregated
form solely for analytical purposes to determine what the users are interested in to be able
to improve the functionality of the site and make it more user-friendly. Analytics Cookies
identify your device, but do not disclose your identity.
In some cases third parties may manage some Analytics Cookies on our behalf and for the
purposes indicated by us, for example Google Inc. “Google Analytics” Cookies to improve the
quality of content on our site or to adjust it to the needs of users. See
http://www.google.com/analytics/terms/us.html for more information about “Google
Analytics”.
These Cookies are stored in your device up to two years.

Consent to Cookies/Disabling of Cookies
When you opened our site, a notification popped-up with information about Cookies. By
clicking “Accept” or “Decline”, you can consent or withdraw your consent to the use of
Analytics Cookies. You can change your mind at any time – see “Cookies settings” at the
bottom of the page. By clicking on “Accept analytics cookies” you confirm that you have read
the Cookie Policy, including information about Cookies and their purpose, and that you
consent to the use of specific types of Cookies. It is possible to disable or restrict Cookies in
the security settings of all browsers. But please remember, that if you choose to disable
strictly necessary Cookies, the site will not be fully functional.

